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Get it
To place an order, request a catalog or
for further information on our products:
1. SEE CLOUDVEIL GOODS IN PERSON
Visit one of our fine fishing specialty
retailers. A complete dealer listing can be
found at the centerfold of this catalog.
2. CALL CLOUDVEIL
CUSTOMER SERVICE
Toll free: 877.255.8345 Monday
through Friday 8am-6pm Mountain
Standard Time
3. SHOP CLOUDVEIL ON THE WEB
www.cloudveilfishing.com and
www.cloudveil.com
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Introduction
Jackson Hole is home to some big fish. A wild and native stock of Spotted Cutthroat is
the initial draw but, upon closer inspection, it is clear few locales can claim such diversity of
trout fisheries in such a concentrated area. Whether wading or floating, selecting dry flies,
streamers or nymphs, diehards are easily hooked. In this local subculture, South Fork salmon
fly hatches earn legendary status, seasonal channeling knowledge of the Maze is a badge
of honor, and Opening Day on Flat Creek is treated as a local holiday.
In this beautiful valley alone, our options for landing one are abundant. During prime
season, we float Snake River sections–either Pacific to Deadman’s Bar or Wilson to South
Park–and likely find friends lurking at both put-in and take-out. For solitude we head to
stealth holes on the Buffalo Fork or Gros Ventre that are always worth the extra effort. But
when Flat Creek finally opens, we take long lunches to test our cast at this legendary refuge,
which sits mere miles from town. And, if we are lucky in life, we are invited to sample the
private spring creek reserve at Crescent H Ranch.
This paradise is where we happily call home, which is the reason angling was such a natural
progression for Cloudveil. We are intimate with the rivers, lakes and creeks that decorate
our valley and regularly tap into these fine zones with rod and reel. For our own fishing
missions–whether weeklong trips into the Winds, opening weekends on the Firehole or day
trips to land Rainbow on the Henry’s Fork–we long craved apparel that was up to the task.
So we blended local knowledge with technical know-how and created an exceptional line of
angling apparel that reflects the inspiration we find in these spectacular settings.

Warranty
We build Cloudveil clothing to last.
All Cloudveil products are fully
warranted to the original owner against
manufacturer’s defects in materials and
workmanship. If a product ever fails
due to a manufacturing defect, we will
repair it without charge, or replace it,
at our option. Repairs due to accident,
improper care, or negligence, where we
are not at fault, will be performed at
a reasonable charge. Cloudveil wants
you to be completely satisfied with your
apparel purchase.

If you knew where I lived, you’d be smiling too.
Estancia del Zorro, Coyhaique Chile. Brian O’Keefe

Brian May soaks in the surroundings. Grand Teton National Park. Jeff Diener
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Wading + FOOTWEAR

Wading + INTRO

Webbing strap keeps heel in place
Injection molded lacing hooks

Wading | INTRO

Gusseted tongue

Whether crossing a deep channel to reach a hidden hole or just dipping toes in a trickling spring creek,

Dual density molded EVA midsole

wading is an important part of the game. Borrowing from our outdoor apparel heritage of clean, functional
design, we developed next-generation elements that enhance performance in the water without adding
excess. Staying dry is one half of the equation, creating all-day comfort is the sum. For this purpose, we
built our waders with articulated fit and a gusseted crotch that ranges freely when scrambling up steep
banks. Designed to create a tight seal, the breathable XCR® bibs feature 3-point clip-off suspenders,

8x boot

cinch-to-size drawcords and sagless tailored patterns. Our surefooted boots snug down to eliminate slop

Drain holes in toe cap,
heel cap and midfoot
High density felt sole

and include two sets of insoles for wearing with or without waders. Technical to the very sole, the footwear is

4mm and 8mm inlay soles included

designed to endure extended seasons on the river and travel light on long treks into spots you refuse to share.
The utility of a good vest is hard to beat. Ours are light and functional with both vertical and horizontal storage
options as well as features like innovative hydration sleeves and over the shoulder hose guides, padded
sunglass compartment and drawcord waists for no-sag performance.

Go Deep

8x Wading BOOT

It is a given that fishing our favorite

Stability, comfort and fit combine to make our boot feel
good underfoot. Built for durability without adding heft, it
soothes long slogs upstream, loose bank scrambles and
hours standing in just the right spot. Two insoles–4mm and
8mm–get the fit right when worn with or without waders,
strong impression felt soles ensure grip and a rubber
toecap stops stubs. A wide gusseted tongue keeps out grit,
an oversized finger pull eases them on and sectional drainage–in
the front, medial and back–gives water an easy exit.
A dual-density midsole balances cushioned comfort with
firm footing, and an ankle harness locks out slip or slop.

spots requires firm footing. Rarely
do we back the truck right up to
the seam or section we intend to
work, yet most fly-shop footwear is
designed only for the water. To us
this seems like a major sacrifice
given the rough and rocky terrain
often encountered to access where
the big boys lurk. And for serious
bushwhacks to hidden lakes, long

Price: $115.00 Style: CF00001

hauls upstream or exploratory

Weight: 28oz Sizes: 5-14
Color: Vetiver

missions to scope out side channels,
the underfoot requirements are
stability, comfort and reliable grip.

Chuck Fryberger trades climbing shoes for a boots-eye view of Clear Creek.
Clear Creek Canyon, Colorado. Keith Ladzinski
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Wading + WADERS

Wading + WADERS

Bib drawcord for excellent fit
and wading safety

Ski-style removable
suspender system

Waterproof, zippered hand
warmer chest pocket

Elastic waistband with
belt loops

Waterproof, zippered fly
box/tippet pocket

Waterproof zippered fly

High tenacity nylon
webbing wading belt
Gusseted crotch for
increased range of
movement and durability

Waterproof, zippered fly
box/tippet pocket
Two front hand pockets
and one back wallet
pocket with waterproof
zipper closures
4mm, anatomicallycorrect right/left
neoprene booties

Reinforced knees
Schoeller® Dynamic™
gravel guard with gripper
elastic boot cuff
4mm, anatomicallycorrect right/left neoprene
booties

8x Wader

8x & Crystal Creek
Built exclusively of GoreTex®
Immersion® and XCR® fabrications,
the 8x Wader, Crystal Creek Wader
and the new Crystal Creek Wading
Pant offer superb fit, comfort and
durability under the most challenging
of wading conditions. First to market
innovations like adjustable XCR®
upper bibs, removable 3-point
suspenders, waterproof fly box/
tippet pockets, internal GoreTex®
dot sealing at all seam junctures
and Schoeller® Gravel Guards, our
waders are a notch above. The new
Crystal Creek Wading Pant – fully
submersible from the seamed sealed
pockets down – add utility and
comfort to our top-tier wading line.
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Crystal Creek Wader

Crystal Creek Wading Pant

8x WADER

Crystal Creek WADER

Crystal Creek WADING PANT

Named for precision tippet that draws out big fish, our 8x Wader is for
anglers who seek premium technology without excess. Gore-Tex® Immersion®
fabric–reinforced with stout five-layer in the lower leg panel for extra
toughness–seals below the belt, while an innovative Gore-Tex® XCR® upper
lets heat and sweat easily escape. A fixed fly-box front pocket sits above
the waterline, dual-zip kangaroo pockets warm hands and adjustable
tri-point suspenders clip off for easy removal. Anatomical booties stave
off seepage with 4-mil neoprene, while stretch Schoeller® gravel guards
eliminate gravel and sand. Finished with a snug-seal chest drawcord, nylon
waist belt, gusseted crotch, field repair kit and watertight zips.

Whether wading deep holes or bushwhacking to stealth
spots, our Crystal Creek Wader hits the right mix of
minimal weight, sturdy durability and long-day comfort.
The secret one-two punch is three-layer Gore-Tex®
Immersion® in the lower body that is doubled-up in
the knees for twice the toughness without extra cost.
A breathable Gore-Tex® XCR® upper lets the body
breathe while a gusseted crotch provides freedom of
movement. A waterproof front pocket stays fixed when
releasing the catch, removable tri-point suspenders
adjust the fit and a chest drawcord snugs smoothly.
Schoeller® gravel guards, a nylon waist belt, field
repair kit and full size run rank it high on our list.

For low-water wades, spring creek sessions or cold days
in the boat, we love the utility of our Crystal Creek Wading
Pant. Crafted from three-layer Gore-Tex® Immersion®, the
pant is fully submersible from the seam-sealed pockets down,
making it ideal for launching the driftboat or enduring coastal
spray. Belt loops and removable ski-style suspenders provide
an either/or option for keeping the tailored pant up, while
a generous back rise prevents exposure when bending at the
waist. The waterproof zip fly keeps pit stops quick, ankle
cuff drawcords cinch tight and left-right neoprene booties
resist compression. Relaxed-fit style allows suiting up at home
and stopping for pre-dawn coffee without looking out of place.

Price: $425.00 Sizes: XS, S, M, MS, ML, L, LS, LL, XL
Price: $445.00 Sizes: MK, LK, XLL, XLK, XXLL, XXLK
Style: 0075 Weight: 42oz
Color: Vetiver

Price: $345.00 Sizes: XS, S, M, MS, ML, L, LS, LL, XL
Price: $365.00 Sizes: MK, LK, XLK, XLL, XXLL, XXLK
Style: 0077 Weight: 35oz

Price: $365.00 Sizes: XS-XXL
Style: 0079 Weight: 20.9oz
Color: Covert Green

Color: Covert Green

www.cloudveilfishing.com + 877.255.8345
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Wading + VESTS

Multiple zippered fly
box closures
Oversized Velcro®
pocket flaps
Brushed Tricot lined
interior sunglass pocket
Two built in retractors
Laminated Schoeller®
Dynamic™ tippet
pocket
Side, pocket-style
zippers
Center front
magnetic buckle closure
Zippered center
front closure
Fully equipped for
hydration bladder
Oversized bellowed
pocket on back
Adjustable rod holder

Cutbank Vest

Dual drawcord hem

Nunya Vest

Cutbank VEST

Nunya VEST

A proven horizontal take, the Cutbank Vest
fits anglers who prefer a traditional setup.
Our proprietary Adept™ nylon taslanfabric
stays dry, resists fading from the sun and
won’t pill. Large fly or storage boxes fit
easily into the lower pair of pockets, while
the top two take leader wallets and tippet
spools. The back compartments unzip to
stash lunch, a rain shell and two cans of
pilsner, while a hydration bladder slides
easily into a stretch mesh cradle and exits
via an over-the-shoulder hose guide.
The ribbed collar keeps sun off the neck,
a bottom-hem drawcord cinches it snug, two
D-ring zingers keep track of nipers and a
magnetic clip keeps the vest securely closed.

Vertical, oar-friendly pockets make the Nunya
Vest our preferred choice when drifting the
Snake to find that secret spot. Proprietary
Adept™ fabric dries quickly and resists
fading, while mesh lining keeps cool inside.
The vest is outfitted with a pair of side zips
offering access to a jacket worn underneath,
a laminated eight-spool tippet stash and
a two-tiered home for fly boxes. Lunch, two
cans of refreshment and a jacket stash inside
the back compartments, while stretch mesh
holds a hydration bladder steady and a hose
guide provides an over-the-shoulder exit.
Bonus features include an inverted floatant
holder, a desiccant holder, two D-ring zingers
for essential tools and snug-fit drawcord cinches.

Price: $95.00 Style: 0083

Price: $135.00 Style: 0082
Weight: 19.5oz Sizes: S-XXL
Color: Spray Green

Weight: 15.5oz Sizes: S-XXL
Color: Covert Green
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Soft tackle rewards do not include a manicure. Chuck Fryberger on Clear Creek Canyon, Colorado. Keith Ladzinski
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Outerwear + INTRO

Outerwear + HARDSHELL
Gore-Tex® PacLite fabric
Oversized, Napoleon-style
chest pockets
Waterproof, zippered
handwarmer pockets

Outerwear | INTRO

Unique wrist closure for
a tight seal

Fishing is no fun when you are cold and wet. This we learned by braving poorly equipped shoulder-season
experiences on rivers, lakes and streams. Persistent flurries, violent thunderstorms and frosty days don’t

Drawcord closure at waist

quell the allure of a good catch, meaning less-than-ideal weather is no reason to cut the season short.

Fully seam-sealed

Toward this end, a good storm jacket is an important acquisition for anyone not labeled a fair-weather angler.
Rather than pulling from the closet for this important purpose, we crafted new jackets with fish on the brain.
The fabric we selected for our specialty shells is from proven waterproof/breathable stock, the details

Crystal Creek Jacket

respond to a constant action-to-inaction fluctuation and our precise construction method mirrors what we

Oversized, bellowed chest pockets

learned from building inspired mountain apparel. And, for anglers who require a warmer dose of protection,

Napoleon-style pockets for smaller items

we supply two beautiful WINDSTOPPER® fleece jackets that cut the chill and warm the core.

Large Stuff-it pocket on back
Waterproof pit zips
Waterproof, zippered
handwarmer pockets
Gore-Tex® XCR fabric
Unique wrist closure for a tight seal

8x Jacket

Drawcord closure at waist
Fully seam-sealed

Adaptable Apparel

8X JACKET

Crystal Creek JACKET

Trout in the Rockies, salmon runs
in the Northwest, stripers off
Montauk and bonefish in the Keys
all make the serious angler salivate.
Each situation requires different
rods, reels, flies and tactics, but
also subjects us to drastically
different climates. Even an October
day floating the Snake can start
out with sunshine and conclude
in a virtual whiteout. To stay
comfortable with these shifting
conditions requires the ability to
adapt – which is the very essence of
our apparel.

A premium shell - like our 8x Jacket - keeps
foul weather from halting good fishing.
Gore-Tex® XCR®–with extra stretch in
back–seals out hard rain, while waterproof
pit zips let steam escape and the waist
draws tight when wading deep. The sit-flat
chest pockets fit oversized SA™ boxes,
while four spools of Maxima® stack easily
inside the Napoleon pockets. A back stash
pocket stows lunch high and dry and
a neoprene inner cuff seals at the wrist for
reviving the catch. The storm-day hood
keeps vision clear and fits over a worn cap
with a bonded bill, while a rod holder and
net D-ring lend a useful hand on the river.

Fickle high-country weather gave rise
to our lightweight fly fishing shell.
Seam-sealed PacLite® fabric braves
fierce downpours without steaming
up, while the ripstop face resists snags
in tangles with brush. One-handed
Napoleon pockets provide two-box
storage space, hide a mini D-ring for
nippers and prevent small-item loss
due to taper-down shape. Neoprene
catch-and-release cuffs seal inside the
wrist and thick Velcro® tabs stop short
to keep from hooking line. The hooded
waterproof shell repacks small when
the air warms and the sky turns blue.

Price: $395.00 Style: 0076

Price: $295.00 Style: 0080

Weight: 30oz Sizes: S-XXL
Color: Vetiver

Weight: 13.2oz Sizes: S-XXL
Colors: China Blue, Willow, Chili Pepper

Jay Pistono finds the perfect weather for a day on the mighty Mad. Yellowstone National Park. John Griber
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Outerwear + HARDSHELL

Outerwear + HARDSHELL
Fully adjustable hood
Dual slider pit zips
Rain Guard Draft Flap
Adjustable hem
Adjustable cuffs with half elastic
Fully seam sealed
Articulated, athletic fit

Zorro Jacket

Ultra light detailing
Gripper elastic interior waistband
Low volume packability
Fully seam sealed
Articulated, athletic fit
Ankle zipper for easy on and off
Two position snap cuff fits snug around
ankle or expands to accommodate
wading boots

Zorro Pant
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Zorro JACKET

W’s Zorro JACKET

Zorro PANT

Zorro LT JACKET

W’s Zorro LT JACKET

Lightweight protection is the streamside
story of the Zorro Jacket. Waterproof/
breathable Cloudburst 2.0™ shell
fabric fends off the elements preventing
rain-soaked afternoons or bitter
wind-chilled spells. Dual-slider pit
zips let humid internal air escape,
half-elastic cuffs fasten with Velcro®
tabs and a front storm flap keeps
closed with staggered Velcro® strips.
The brimmed hood’s volume shrinks
with one pull, a dual-draw hem tightens
simply with a rod in hand and the
whole shell stuffs small when packing
it along as extra insurance.

The minimal weight and full protection
of the Women’s Zorro Jacket formulates
a smart defense when hiking through
drizzle or exposed to a sudden squall.
Cloudburst 2.0™–an active waterproof/
breathable fabric seals rain at the
surface yet allows sweat to escape,
while two-way pit zips recirculate
cooling air when active. The hood
snugs with a single pull, while zippered
hand pockets, tabbed half-elastic cuffs
and a cinch-tight hem all operate with
one hand occupied. A small stuffed
size makes packing it in for any day
outside an easy choice.

Weighing only 12 ounces, the
Zorro LT Jacket is a space-saving
option when packing for a
trip or preparing for a favorite
floatable section of river.
Cloudburst 2.0™–a waterproof
and breathable fabric–seals
out wet conditions and keeps
the inside from overheating.
The slick hood unfurls easily,
yet tucks away into the collar.
Half-elastic cuffs, zippered
venting pockets and a dual-draw
hem operate with one-handed
ease, while an athletic cut
keeps the look trim.

Weighing a scant 11.5 ounces,
this rain shell is the right
match for any day with a
high precipitation probability.
The clean design features a
tuck-away hood and venting
chest pockets that stow
small items safely. The shell
compresses into small available
space when packing for an
overnight or crams easily into
a boat bag when preparing for
a crisp float. The pairing of a
shaped feminine fit and three
beautiful colors brighten up
any gray day.

Price: $135.00 Style: 0001

Price: $135.00 Style: 0036

A waterproof/breathable shell
pant–like our Zorro–keeps spray
and rain at bay when fishing
for bonefish in the Keys, blues
off Nantucket, or salmon in the
Sound. Cloudburst 2.0™ fabric
seals out moisture, yet still gives
steamy interior air an escape
when working hard to reel one in,
making this pair a cooler and drier
alternative to coated foul-weather
gear. 12-inch ankle zips allow quick
changes over wading boots, while
a small packed size takes up little
space in the duffel. Fit with an
internal elastic band, a zip back
pocket and front fly.

Weight: 14oz Sizes: S-XXL
Colors: Black, Willow, China Blue,
Chili Pepper, Covert Green

Weight: 12oz Sizes: XS-L
Colors: Gardenia, Black, Willow,
Petit Four, Hibiscus

Price: $125.00 Style: 0002

Price: $125.00 Style: 0037

Weight: 12oz Sizes: S-XXL
Colors: Tarmac, Ombre Blue,
Chili Pepper

Weight: 11.5 oz Sizes: XS-L
Color: Ombre Blue, Chili Pepper,
Willow

Price: $95.00 Style: 0003
Weight: 9oz Sizes: XS-XXL
Color: Black

www.cloudveilfishing.com + 877.255.8345
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Outerwear + HARDSHELL

Outerwear + HARDSHELL

Last Stand of the Taimen
“Holy Jesus! You guys, did you see that?” Jason asked
excitedly from behind the camera. His question had
a very obvious answer. We had all seen it. No one
standing on the banks could have missed it.
While Tressa was stripping in the last few feet of an
olive-over-white Double Bunny to her 9-weight rod,
a dark, torpedo-shaped figure rose with surprising
speed from the depths of its holding pool to give
chase. At the last moment, with only 20 feet
separating it from Tressa’s knee-deep position in the
stream, the figure performed a shape, tail-whipping
turn. Its caudal fin hit the surface with a violent splash.
The impact sent water spraying onto Tressa’s jacket
and waders. Though the entire event had lasted less
than four seconds, we were left awestruck.
What we had just witnessed was a refusal by a 40plus inch taimen on the Eg River in northern Mongolia.
This fish was the object of our pursuit. Myself and
three others – Jason Sutton, Tressa Allen, and Brandon
Payne – had put aside a busy spring season of guiding
in the Yellowstone region to travel to Mongolia for two
months to catch taimen and document their fight
for survival. We had crossed the Gobi Desert by train
and half of Mongolia by jeep via its rutted and eroded
highway system to see taimen in their native environs.
I had personal reasons for this journey. I had traveled
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Cache Creek JACKET

Cache Creek WINDSHIRT

W’s Cache Creek JACKET

On any given day, chilly
conditions may surface, which
is why keeping this shell stashed
in the truck or daypack is solid
thinking. Exterior Cyclone™
fabric blocks wind, sheds light
moisture and slides smoothly
under any shell, while also balling
up for easy packing. An interior
Fieldsensor™ lining adds an
extra layer of warmth, a mesh
back vent lets sweat escape,
and features such as angle-cut
cuffs, a solo chest pocket and
reflective logos emphasize
everyday preparedness.

With a pearl snap front and a
look that borrows from hardware
store racks, this windbreaker
warms up chilly mornings in
smooth retro style. A slick
Cyclone™ face and a mesh
Fieldsensor™ interior deliver
reliable warmth, windproofing
and repellency under any
Saturday sky. Perfect as a
last-minute addition to hike-in
missions or car-camping trips,
the relaxed western aesthetic
of our Windshirt offers a visible
difference from the plain
techie look.

During mountain or river activity,
the Women’s Cache Creek
provides a perfect balance of
warmth and protection. The
secret is a pairing of lightweight
Cyclone™ fabric, which
sheds weather, with brushed
Fieldsensor™, which lines the
interior for added thermal
warmth. A back vent lets internal
air escape, while an angled
side pocket zips away critical
items. Reflective logos, longer
asymmetrical cuffs and a zippered
jersey-style back pocket
complete the style.

Price: $95.00 Style: 0016

Price: $85.00 Style: 0017

Price: $95.00 Style: 0050

Weight: 13oz Sizes: S-XL
Colors: Vapor, Black, Willow,
Chili Pepper, China Blue

Weight: 9.5oz Sizes: S-XL
Colors: Black, Willow,
Ombre Blue, Cathay Spice

Weight: 11.3oz Sizes: XS-L
Colors: Hibiscus, Petit Four,
Black, Willow, Vapor

www.cloudveilfishing.com + 877.255.8345

throughout Eurasia over an eight-year period catching
taimen on a fly rod. It had become apparent to me the
extreme duress they are under.

individuals from local villages as stream monitors, law
enforcement officials to guard against poaching, and as
fly fishing guides for catch-and-release guiding services.

The largest salmonid in the world – with lengths
that can reach in excess of six feet – taimen were at
one time the most dominant freshwater fish on the
Eurasian landmass. But with the increase of human
populations in Eastern Europe and North/Central
Asia - and the industrial pollution, river mismanagement, and over-harvesting that came with
it - taimen numbers have been in drastic decline.
Today, taimen are making their last stand on a handful
of streams in Mongolia and Far East Russia.

The overall effectiveness of TCF’s efforts will probably
not be known for quite sometime, but early signs are
hopeful. TCF lobbying has led to the establishment
of national fishing regulations for both Mongolian and
foreign anglers. There has also been intensified
pressure on the government to establish comprehensive
monitoring policies for mines and proposed mines in
the Eg-Urr Watershed. And the most noteworthy sign
of success thus far: the abundance of taimen on the Eg
and Urr rivers. While their populations are still at risk,
there is no doubt they are beginning to thrive.

In 2003, Hovsgol Travel, a Mongolian-owned adventure
tourism company, and Sweetwater Travel, a U.S.based destination fly fishing firm, received funding
from the World Bank to help establish the Taimen
Conservation Fund (TCF). TCF is a collaborative
effort between the two firms, Mongolian NGOs, the
Mongolian government, and communities along the
Eg and Urr rivers to protect taimen and the bio-cultural
diversity of the Eg-Urr Watershed. The fund provides
support for American and Mongolian scientists to study
the impact of adverse conditions (primarily mining
and over-harvesting) on taimen and their habitat.
It also supports the training and employment of

We hope one day that TCF’s work will extend to protect
the species throughout Mongolia and possibly the rest
of Eurasia. Until that day comes, we will continue to
visit, document their progress, and resume our pursuit
of one of the most impressive, powerful and worthy
species on the Eurasian continents.
-Boots Allen
Cloudveil was proud to support the voyage of these four local
fishing guides. We honor their sense of adventure and their
commitment to species preservation.
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Outerwear + FLEECE
WINDSTOPPER® fleece
Oversized Napoleon-style
chest pockets fit
large fly boxes
Textured interior for
enhanced breathability
and insulation
Schoeller® Dynamic®
stash pocket
Zippered, hidden
handwarmer pockets

Flat Creek Jacket

Drawcord closure at waist

WINDSTOPPER® fleece
Oversized Napoleon-style
chest pockets fit
large fly boxes
Textured interior for
enhanced breathability
and insulation
Zippered, hidden
handwarmer pockets
Drawcord closure at waist

W’s Flat Creek Jacket
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Our sanctuary on the Elk Refuge. Taylor Glenn fishes for Flat Creek Cuts. Jackson, Wyoming. Jeff Diener

www.cloudveilfishing.com + 877.255.8345

W’s Flat Creek JACKET

Flat Creek JACKET

Instead of surrendering to cold weather,
this Windstopper® layer fights
on-the-water chills. The soft fleece
fabric blocks bitter wind and traps heat,
yet remains dry and enables the body
to breathe when the temp heats up.
A flattering, bulkless cut complements
the feminine figure, while small-zip side
pockets warm fingers after tying on
flies. Napoleon pockets hold wet-or-dry
fly boxes without bulging the chest and
a clean silhouette gives women who
fish an attractive option that beats the
bland outdoorsy standard.

When embarking on a cool evening
float or hit with crisp morning wind, we
stay warm with the Flat Creek Jacket.
Windstopper® fleece blocks a breeze and
holds heat without soaking up moisture
or sweat. The breathable fleece stays
quiet, doesn’t crinkle and is perfect when
a typical shell is overkill. Deep Napoleon
pockets fit large fly boxes, an external
Schoeller® pocket holds priority items,
clean cuffs keep it simple and hidden
side pockets warm hands while waiting
for the hatch. Anti-snag zips and an
articulated fit ease operation.

Price: $235.00 Style: 0078

Price: $235.00 Style: 0081

Weight: 20.3oz Sizes: XS-XL
Colors: Tarmac, Chili Pepper, Dark Navy

Weight: 23.5oz Sizes: S-XXL
Colors: Chili Pepper, Tarmac, Dark Navy
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Outerwear + SOFTSHELL

Outerwear + SOFTSHELL

High sunshade collar
Dual Napoleon style zippered
pockets hold medium fly boxes
Mini-D attachment ring set in left
Napoleon pocket for retractors or
nippers
Two position adjustable wrist cuffs
Center front snap closure
Easy access stash

Spinner Shirt
High sunshade collar
Dual Napoleon style zippered
pockets hold medium fly boxes
Diagonal stash pocket behind left
side princess seam holds sunscreen
and other essentials
Center front snap closure
Mini-D attachment ring set in left
Napoleon pocket for retractors or
nippers
Two position adjustable wrist cuffs

Damsel Shirt

Softshell Protection

Spinner SHIRT

Spinner Convertible PANT

W’s Damsel SHIRT

W’s Damsel Convertible PANT

As a pioneer in the softshell
category, we know these versatile
styles are an ideal way to prepare
for ever-changing weather found
on rivers, lakes, streams and
oceans. Highly functional and
resistant to the elements, the
tightly woven textile sheds surface
water, moderates chilly wind
and breathes comfortably under
sun-baked skies. The secret is an
air-permeable surface that lets
heat escape, repels precipitation,
dries quickly when soaked and
withstands wear even when
subjected to abrasive situations.

Synthetic all-weather fabric keeps
this softshell shirt comfortable in
conditions from windy to wet. The
InertiaPlus™ material sheds the
elements, yet also holds shape and
wears tough due to Primeflex™ fiber
technology. A DWR treatment sheds
light rain and mechanical stretch
prevents bind-up from hindering the
cast. Napoleon pockets–with a mini
D-ring for nippers or retractors–fit
mid-size fly boxes. Styled with plastic
front snaps to prevent saltwater
corrosion and a flip-up collar to keep
intense sun off the neck.

Our convertible pant is equally
comfortable in fair or foul weather
days. InertiaPlus™ stretch fabric sheds
drizzle, breathes freely in humid air
and wears tough in the brush, while
resisting wrinkling and repelling stains
with Primeflex™ fiber technology.
A lasting DWR keeps surface water
beading, and wicking yarns don’t
stay soaked in the boat. The lowers zip
off for warm-water wades, leaving
10 1/2 inches of inseam. Large zippered
cuffs ease over boots, crosscut thigh
pockets stow sunscreen, and secure
pockets keep essentials safe.

In the boat or on the bank, this streamlined
shirt comfortably warms up a tank top. The
InertiaPlus™ textile–which repels moisture,
resists wear and breathes well–keeps
internal temps constant in weather that
refuses to make up its mind. The soft
shell fabric creates a flattering drape and
fits feminine curves, while beautiful trims
provide hits of streamside flair. Hidden zip
pockets fit fly boxes and a princess seam
pocket stashes cash, a license or lip balm.
To cool off quickly, the cuffs roll up and a
few snaps can be easily undone.

A flattering fit is the best feature of our
women’s wet wading pant. Slight stretch
from InertiaPlus™ fabric eliminates bulk,
creates great shape and enables the pant to
sit naturally on the hips. Surface DWR,
quick-dry yarn and refreshing breathability
keep legs comfortable in shifting weather.
Zipped off for shallow wades or left on in the
boat, the removable lower legs add versatility,
while a fixed waist, jean-cut pockets and
sporty 9-inch inseam on the short show
attractive style. The vertical pockets sit flat on
the thigh, yet stash items within reach.

Price: $115.00 Style: 0099

Price: $135.00 Style: 0100

Price: $115.00 Style: 0007

Price: $115.00 Style: 0008

Weight: 10oz Sizes: XS-XL
Colors: Spray Green, Tarmac, Herbal Garden

Weight: 12oz Sizes: 4-14 (even)
Colors: Tarmac, Spray Green

Weight: 12.8oz Sizes: S-XXL
Colors: Tarmac, Spray Green

Weight: 12.8oz Sizes: S-XXL
Colors: Spray Green, Tarmac

eighteen

www.cloudveilfishing.com + 877.255.8345
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Outerwear + SOFTSHELL

Outerwear + SOFTSHELL

Inertia Peak With a tough, breathable and weather-shedding surface, serious anglers quickly
discovered the all-condition comfort of softshell styles. Perfect for 9 of 10 days on the water, stretch-woven
pieces – such as our Inertia Peak collection – shed precipitation, resist wear and keep the body comfortable
on all but the foulest weather days. This season our Inertia Peak collection is constructed from a new twill-weave
textile, which adds surface structure, stretches mechanically and is rated highly resistant to rain. By harnessing
this advanced Lycra-free fabric, these liberating styles have once again proven their worth on the water.

Inertia Peak JACKET

Inertia Peak PANT

Inertia Peak SHORT

W’s Inertia Peak JACKET

W’s Inertia Peak PANT

W’s Inertia Peak CAPRI

During angling trips to any corner
of the continent–from Alaska or
the Keys to the Frank Church
Wilderness–this stretch-woven
jacket is typically all we need
to stay comfortable from
arrival to departure. Breathable
InertiaPlus™fabric resists wear and
wrinkling on lengthy approaches,
while also utilizing a long-lasting
DWR to shed weather when on
the water. The tricot collar is soft
on the chin and a chest pocket fits
a billfold, cabin key and directions
to the nearest steakhouse.

When packing for trips away from
home, the Inertia Peak Pant is as
essential to us as rod and reel.
Constructed with InertiaPlus™
softshell fabric, the breathable
and resilient pant is equipped for
in-the-field activity, yet relaxes
easily when just poking around an
unfamiliar town. The style fits with
a belt loop, front snap and rear
elastic waist, while the cuffs hang
naturally over wading boots, trail
shoes or flip-flops. A full pocket
array–including one back, two
slash and a single thigh–holds
items for a self-sufficient day.

Ready to step up from the tattered
cotton shorts? The Inertia Peak
Short is a great way to both clean
up and toughen up the high-season
wardrobe. Resistant to brush,
wear, wrinkles and grime, this
resilient short is constructed
with InertiaPlus™ softshell
fabric that breathes freely on
hot days, sheds moisture rapidly
and dries quickly in the boat.
The inseam hangs lower, a snap
waist accommodates a belt and
an athletic fit looks clean even
to a tough crowd. A single thigh
pocket stashes a few key items.

Traveling, hiking and angling are
all on the itinerary of this active
softshell. InertiaPlus™ stretch
fabric sheds moisture, breathes
liberally and flexes comfortably
when hiking, reaching or casting.
The fabric is treated with a DWR
and is wrinkle repellent, making
it a perfect selection for indoor/
outdoor use. A convenient
zippered sleeve pocket fits small
items, while lower hand pockets
provide enough space for fly
boxes, gloves or a hat.

The Women’s Inertia Peak
Pant is comfortable during the
full calendar of spring-to-fall
activity. InertiaPlus™ fabric sheds,
stretches and breathes, while
also limiting bulk and staying in
shape. Roll-up tabs raise hems to
short length when a pant proves
too warm, and an angled thigh
pocket stows small items close.
The snap-front, Fieldsensor™-lined
waist hangs naturally worn with or
without a belt, and zippered slash
and Velcro® rear pockets keep the
look clean.

Constructed with breathable,
weather-shedding and wear-resistant
InertiaPlus™ fabric, this tough capri
is ideal for any summer routine.
A belt-looped waist sits naturally
on the hips and subtle-stitch thigh
pockets stow collected items without
adding bulk. The wide band cuff
hangs at ideal flip-flop length,
taking full advantage of a versatile
22-inch inseam design that is
equally happy casting from the
bank, ambling to Saturday Market
or pedaling a cruiser around town.

Price: $145.00 Style: 0006
Weight: 17oz Sizes: S-XL
Colors: Ombre Blue, Covert
Green, Black, Tarmac

twenty

Price: $100.00 Style: 0009

Price: $75.00 Style: 0010

Weight: 15.5oz Sizes: 30-40 (even)
Colors: Tarmac, Black, Covert Green

Weight: 10.3oz Sizes: 30-40 (even)
Colors: Covert Green, Tarmac,
Ombre Blue

Price: $145.00 Style: 0040
Weight: 15.3oz Sizes: XS-L
Colors: Herbal Garden, Black,
Covert Green, Hibiscus

www.cloudveilfishing.com + 877.255.8345

Price: $85.00 Style: 0044
Price: $100.00 Style: 0043
Weight: 13.3oz Sizes: 4-14 (even)
Colors: Covert Green, Ombre Blue

Weight: 8.8oz Sizes: 4-14 (even)
Colors: Hibiscus, Black, Covert
Green, Herbal Garden

twenty one

NOTES ON CLOUDVEIL SIZING

Customer Service

Check each item description in this catalog for sizing notes. If you have any questions regarding the fit of a Cloudveil garment please contact our
Cloudveil Customer Service Specialists Toll-Free (877) 255-8345. Cloudveil tests all of our garments for shrinkage and provides an allowance if
garments are prone to shrink more than 5%.

Cloudveil Customer Service Specialists are here for you Monday
through Friday, 8am to 6pm MST. Our team of active outdoor athletes
knows each and every detail of our product line, what activities each
product works best for, and how to use our products in real-world
outdoor conditions. We are here to answer your questions regarding fit
and construction, and will gladly assist you with your order.

USING THE CLOUDVEIL SIZING CHART

Call toll-free:

Or visit us online:

(877) 255-8345

www.cloudveil.com
www.cloudveilfishing.com

CHEST/BUST: Measure around the largest part of the chest/bust,
under the arms and across shoulder blades.
NECK: Measure the largest portion of the neck circumference.
SLEEVE: With elbow bent, measure from the center back of neck to
the elbow and down to the wrist.
WAIST: Measure loosely around the waist at the point at which it is
preferred to wear waistband.
HIPS: Stand with the feet together and measure largest area around
the hips.
INSEAM: Take your favorite pants and measure from the inside the
center of the crotch to the very bottom of the leg. All Cloudveil pants
come with a finished hem.
GIRTH: Measure the fullest part of the upper body.
HAND LENGTH: Measure from the base of the hand at the wrist to
end of middle finger.
HAND WIDTH: Measure across the hand at the top of the palm
(Across the calluses).

MEN’S SIZING CHART
Sizes

XS

S

M

L

XL

XXL

Chest

33-35

36-38

39-41

42-45

46-48

50-52

Neck

14-14.5

15-15.5

15.5-16

16-16.5

17-17.5

18-18.5

Sleeve

32

33

34

35

35.5

36

Waist*

26

28-30

31-33

34-36

38-40

41-44

Inseam**

30

31

32

32.5

33

33.5

*Waist sizing reflects adjustable waists, some waists are fixed even sizing
**Inseam lengths vary slightly from style to style depending on garmet application

Foot

Inseam*

Waist

Girth

Sizes

XS

S

M

L

XL

XS

5-7

29-31

28-30

32-34

Size

2

4-6

8-10

12-14

16

S

6-8

30-32

30-32

34-36

Bust

32.5

33.5-34.5

35.5-36.5

38-39.5

41-43

M

8-10

31-33

32-34

38-40

Sleeve

30

31

32

33

34

MS

8-10

29-31

32-34

38-40

Waist*

24-25

26-27

28-29

30-32

32-34

ML

9-11

33-35

32-34

38-40

Hip

34.5

36-37.5

38.5-39.5

40.5-42

43-44.5

MK

9-11

31-33

36-38

41-43

Inseam**

30

31

32

32.5

33

L

9-11

32-34

36-38

42-44

*Waist sizing reflects adjustable waists, some waists are fixed even sizing
**Inseam lengths vary slightly from style to style depending on garmet application

LS

9-11

30-32

36-38

42-44

LL

11-13

35-37

36-38

42-44

LK

9-11

32-34

38-40

44-46

XL

9-11

33-35

38-40

46-48

XLL

11-13

36-38

38-40

46-48

XLK

11-13

33-35

40-42

48-50

XXLL

11-13

37-39

42-44

49-51

XXLK

11-13

34-36

44-46

51-53

We want you to be 100% satisfied with your Cloudveil
experience. If our products do not meet your expectations, you
may return them for up to 60 days. Please follow the instructions
on the packing slip included with your order. Mail return form
and product to:
Cloudveil Returns
7630 Gambrills Cove Road
Baltimore, MD 21226

We build Cloudveil clothing to last. All Cloudveil products are
fully warranted to the original owner against manufacturers’
defects in materials and workmanship. If a product fails due to a
manufacturing defect, we will repair it without charge, or replace it
at our option. Repairs due to accident, improper care or negligence
– where we are not at fault – will be performed at a reasonable
charge. Garments returned for warranty inspection must be clean.

Men’s

Sizes

S

Hand Length

6.75-7

7-7.25

Hand Width

3-3.25

3.25-3.5

3.5-3.75

3.75-4

4-4.5

Hand Length 6.25-6.75

6.75-7

7-7.25

7.25-7.5

--

Hand Width

3-3.25

3.25-3.5

3.25-3.5

--

2.75-3

M

L

XL

7.25-7.75 7.75-8.25 8.25-8.75

Hand Length is measured from the base of the hand at the wrist to end of middle finger.
Hand width is measured across the hand at the top of the palm (Across the calluses).

•
•
•
		

Visit us online: www.cloudveil.com
Call to request a catalog: (877) 255-8345
Contact a Customer Service Specialist for the
Cloudveil outdoor retailer nearest you.

Highline Half ZIP
Soft, flexible and smooth, the Highline Half Zip is the perfect next-to-skin selection.
Accel™ fabric with an advanced fiber treatment wicks sweat, shades sun and fights
odor during grind-it-out workouts.

Men’s Highline Half ZIP
Price: $85.00 Style: 0019
Weight: 10.7 oz Sizes: S-XL
Color: Fiery Red, China Blue,
Willow, Black

Women’s Highline Half ZIP
Price: $80.00 Style: 0053
Weight: 6.7 oz Sizes: XS-L
Colors: Blue Atoll, Hibiscus,
Willow, Black

We are excited to announce the grand opening of our flagship
Cloudveil retail store in our hometown of Jackson Hole, Wyo.
Please stop in, shop around and let us know what you think the
next time you’re in our neck of the woods.

CORPORATE SALES
XS

Check out a few highlights from our Spring/Summer 07 collection
below. To shop our complete line of outdoor products:

CLOUDVEIL RETAIL

120 West Broadway
Jackson, WY

HANDWEAR

producing Inspired Mountain Apparel.

For repair and warranty issues, please contact a Customer Service
Specialist (877) 255-8345. You will receive a return authorization
number (RA) and shipping instructions. Garmets received without
an RA will be returned.

Opening Spring 2007!

Women’s

Sizes

Returns

Warranty

WOMEN’S SIZING CHART

WADER SIZING CHART

8am to 6pm MST

Cloudveil is proud to celebrate our 10th year

Cloudveil’s unique collection of high-quality, technically innovative
apparel can be personalized to reflect the look and feel of your
company or next event. For information on custom, uniform and
bulk orders please visit us online: www.cloudveil.com/corporate or
contact our Corporate Sales department: corporate@cloudveil.com
or 877.255.8345.

Cloudveil Contact Information
Phone:
Toll-free:
Fax:
Email:
Web:

(307) 734-3880
Mail: P.O. Box 11810
(877) 255-8345
Jackson, WY 83002
(307) 739-8576
Ship: 120 West Pearl Ave
cloud@cloudveil.com
Jackson, WY 83001
www.cloudveil.com & www.cloudveilfishing.com

Dyno SHORTS and SKIRT
The low-maintenance nylon/spandex twill of our Dyno pieces resists wrinkles
and wear, making it a relaxing antidote to hectic summer calendars.

Men’s Dyno SHORT
Price: $65.00 Style: 0014
Weight: 9.3 oz Sizes: 30-40 (even)
Colors: Tarmac, Covert Green

Women’s Dyno SKIRT
Price: $60.00 Style: 0048
Weight: 5.8 oz Sizes: 4-14 (even)
Colors: Willow, Cathay Spice,
Spray Green

Visit one of these fine fishing specialty retailers to shop Cloudveil live and in person
Illinois

Alaska
Alaska Troutfitters, Anchorage
Mcafee Fly Shop, Anchorage
Mountain View Sports, Anchorage
World Wide Angler, Anchorage
Alaska Troutfitters, Cooper Landing
Alaska Fly Shop, Fairbanks
Mack’s Sport Shop, Kodiak
Sockeye, Ketchikan
Fisherman’s Spot, Van Nuys
Buzz’s Fly Shop, Visalia
Three Rivers Fly And Tackle, Wasilla

(907) 595-1212
(907) 344-1617
(907) 563-8600
(907) 561-0662
(907) 595-1212
(907) 456-3010
(907) 486-4276
(907) 225-3260
(818) 785-7306
(509) 734-1151
(907) 373-5434

Alambama
Wiley’s Outdoors, Decatur
Mo Fishin Bait N Tackle, Orange Beach

(256) 351-8603
(251) 979-1523

Arizona
Desert Sportsman, Paradise Valley
Arizona Fly Fishing, Tempe

(480) 368-9280
(480) 730-0735

California
Bob Marriots Flyfishing, Fullerton
The Midge Fly Shop, Los Altos
Creative Sports Fly shop, Pleasant Hill
The Fly Shop, Redding
California Fly Shop, San Carlos
Leland Fly Fishing Outfitters, San Francisco
San Diego Fly Shop, Solana Beach

(714) 585-1827
(650) 941-8871
(925) 938-2255
(530) 222-3555
(650) 508-0727
(415) 781-3474
(858) 350-311 1

Colorado
Fox Creek, Antonito
Aspen Outfitting, Aspen
Rocky Mtn. Anglers, Boulder
Flatiron Fly Shop, Boulder
Mountain Angler, Breckenridge
Alpine Angling, Carbondale
Denver Angler, Centennial
Dragonfly, Crested Butte
Peak Fly Shop, Colorado Springs
The Flyfisher Ltd, Denver
Trout’s Fly Fishing, Denver
Duranglers, Durango
Gorsuch Outfitters, Edwards
Estes Angler, Estes Park
Mo Henry’s, Fraser
Angler’s Roost, Fort Collins
Gore Creek, Glenwood Spring
Taylor Creek Fly Shop, Glenwood Spring
Western Anglers, Grand Junction
High Mountain Drifters, Gunnison
Angler’s All, Littleton
Cutthroat Angler, Silverthorne
Wolf Creek Anglers, South Fork
Steamboat Flyfisher, Steamboat Springs
Catamount Ranch Club, Steamboat Springs

(719) 376-5881
(970) 925-3406
(303) 447-2400
(303) 494-1375
(970) 453-4665
(970) 963-9245
(303) 403-4512
(970) 349-1228
(719) 260-1415
(303) 322-5014
(303) 733-1434
(970) 385-4081
(970) 926-0900
(800) 586-2110
(970) 726-9754
(970) 377-3785
(970) 927-4374
(970) 927-4374
(800) 513-3474
(970) 641-4243
(303) 794-1104
(888) 876-8818
(719) 873-1414
(970) 879-6552
(970) 871-6238

Connecticut
Housatonic River Outfitters, Cornwall Bridge

(860) 672-1010

Florida
Orlando Outfitters, Orlando

(407) 896-8220

Indiana
Fly Masters, Indianapolis

(317) 570-981 1

Maryland
Backwater Angler, Monkton

(410) 329-6821

Michigan
Little Forks Outfitters, Midland
Flymart, Royal Oak
M. Chance Fly Fishing, Okemos
Great Lakes Fly Fishing, Rockford
Streamside, Traverse City
Schmidt Outfitters, Wellston

(989) 832-4100
(248) 584-2848
(517) 349-6696
(616) 866-6060
(231) 933-9300
(231) 848-4191

Minnesota
Great Lakes Fly Company, Duluth
Bentley’s Outfitters, Minneapolis

(218) 740-3040
(952) 944-8435

Chandeleur Outfitters, Ocean Springs
Mean Mallard, Ridgeland

(228) 818-0030
(601) 605-2661

Montana
Gallatin River Guides, Big Sky
Big Horn Fly & Tackle, Billings
The River’s Edge, Bozeman
Greater Yellowstone Flyfishers, Bozeman
Missouri River Trout Shop, Craig
Frontier Anglers, Dillon
Madison River Fishing, Ennis
Big Horn Trout Shop, Ft. Smith
Montana Fly Goods, Helena
Crown, Kalispell
Sweetwater Fishing Co., Livingston
Yellowstone Angler, Livingston
The Kingfisher Fly Shop, Missoula
Blue Ribbon Flies, West Yellowstone
Bud Lilly’s Trout Shop, West Yellowstone
Glacier Outdoor Center, West Glacier
Madison River Outfitters, West Yellowstone
Lakestream, Whitefish

(406) 995-2290
(406) 656-8257
(406) 586-5373
(406) 585-5321
(406) 235-4474
(406) 683-5276
(406) 682-4293
(406) 666-2375
(406) 442-2630
(406) 758-7404
(406) 222-0624
(406) 222-7130
(406) 721-6141
(406) 646-7642
(406) 646-7801
(406) 888-5454
(406) 646-9644
(406) 862-1298

North Carolina
Diamond Brand Outdoors, Arden
Jesse Brown’s Outdoor, Charlotte
Martyn’s Sea & Stream, Durham
Diamond Brand Outdoors, Fletcher
Highland Hiker, Highlands
One Fly Outfitters, Black Mountain
Wilson Creek Outfitters, Morganton
Davidson River Outfitters, Pisgah Forest
Great Outdoor Provision, Raleigh
Herring’s Outdoor Sports, Surf City

(828) 684-6262
(704) 556-0020
(919) 572-1616
(828) 684-6262
(828) 526-5298
(828) 669-6939
(828) 430-3593
(828) 877-4181
(919) 256-1562
(910) 328-3291

New Jersey
Tight Lines Fly Fishing, Pine Brook

(973) 244-5990

New Mexico
Charlie’s Sporting Goods, Albuquerque
High Desert Angler, Santa Fe
Taos Fly Shop, Taos

(505) 275-3006
(888) 988-7688
(505) 751 -1312

(208) 389-9957
(208) 772-1497
(208) 524-7160
(208) 558-7525
(208) 634-4004
(208) 483-2112
(208) 787-2221

(435) 425-3669

New York
J Fisher Online, New York
Urban Angler, New York

(212) 812-2818
(212) 689-6400

Ohio
Adrien Flyfishing, Cincinnati

(513) 794-1100

Oregon
Fly & Field Outfitters, Bend
The Riffle Fly Shop, Bend
Camp Sherman, Camp Sherman

Scarlet Ibis, Corvallis
Fly Shop Of The Dalles, The Dalles
Caddis Fly Angling, Eugene
Gorge Fly Shop, Hood River
Roe Outfitters, Klamath Falls
Deschutes Angler, Maupin
Trophy Waters Fly Shop, Medford
Creekside Flyfishing, Salem
The Fly Fisher’s Place, Sisters
Kaufmann’s Streamborn, Tigard

(541) 754-1544
(541) 296-3005
(541) 342-7005
(541) 386-6977
(541) 884-3825
(541) 395-0995
(541) 734-2278
(503) 588-1768
(541) 549-3474
(503) 639-7004

Pennsylvania
A.A. Outfitters, Blakeslee
TCO Fly Shop, Bryn Mawr
Orchard View Angling, McMurray
Whitetail Ski Resort, Mercersburg
TCO Fly Shop, Reading

(570) 643-8000
(610) 527-3388
(724) 942-5485
(717) 328-9400
(610) 678-1899

Rhode Island

Mississippi

Red River Outfitters, Las Vegas
(404) 237-3473
(706) 896-9075

Idaho
Idaho Angler, Boise
Northwest Outfitters, Couer D’alene
Jimmy’s All Season Angler, Idaho Falls
Henry’s Fork Angler, Island Park
McCall Angler, McCall
South Fork Outfitters, Swan Valley
Victor Emporium, Victor

Oregon cont.
(312) 944-3474

Nevada

Georgia
Fish Hawk, Atlanta
Upper Hi Flying Fishing, Hiawassee

Chicago Fly Fishing, Chicago

thanks

(541) 3 18 -1616
(541) 388-3330
(541) 595-6711

Fin & Feather Lodge, East Greenwich

(401) 885-8680

South Carolina
Barton Burwell, Charleston
Charleston Angler, Charleston

(843) 216-3711
(843) 225-5248

South Dakota
Steamboat’s Inc., Pierce
Dakota Angler & Outfitter, Rapid City

With a successful year one under our belts, there are a number of people to thank for getting us here. We are fortunate to continue to have an incredible
collection of people in the Cloudveil family and owe a debt of gratitude to more than can ever be listed here. These are the exceptional few that deserve a special
pat on the back; First – special thanks to all of our families, without the love and support none of us would be here; our trusted and talented employees who
continue to push Cloudveil to new heights every day; the Angling sales team, getting it done and spreading the love everyday; Dan Madden and the entire crew
at W.L. Gore for believing in the brand; Tom Bie for the genius ideas and commitment to a new message; Hamby, congrats on the new kid and welcome to the
club; our hardworking crew of ambassadors, Carter Andrews, Alex Boehm, Steve Choate, Quincy Libby, Curt Hamby, Kyle Holt, Kevin Howell, Michael Jones,
Bob Lamm, Dave McCoy, Landon Meyer, Walker Parrot, Jack Smola, Mike Rheam, Rick Stahl, and Rick Whorwood; Backbone Media for getting the word out;
Greg Thomas, Troy Letherman, Marshall Cutchin, Jim Riley, Steve Probasco, Grayson Schaffer, and the rest of the wordsmiths that keep us inspired; Noah, Shawn,
and Lex at Circumerro for keeping us in the digital age; Reynold’s and the always helpful staff at Crescent H; Baker and the guides at Westbank; Howard and
Jimmy at High Country for the encouragement and open feedback; Jeff Currier at Jack’s, thanks for the pics and keep taking cool trips; Peter Crow for smashing
the imposters; our Team USA Youth fly fishing bro’s, keep representing us well; Schoenie, Thomas, Matt, and the newbie Teri at TDA, and of course Brizida for
putting together a great catalog, John Stenersen and our friends at Clacka, keep those dimples down; locations of much inspiration – Rendezvous Bistro, Jackson
Hole Pub and Brewery and the world renowned Stagecoach Bar; Dan K for letting if flow; the hardworking photographers out there living the life we’d all like to
lead, Diener, O’Keefe, the Grossenbachers, Drew for your help on the media trip, Lesley, Brian and Judith OKeefe, Jeff Diener, Keith Ladzinski, John Griber, Boots
Allen and Jeff Currier; Steve at Kaenon, thanks for the major league hook ups; and finally, all of the dedicated specialty stores that have taken the jump and
brought us in, all of our customers that support specialty retail because there is no other way to get the expertise you need. Take it easy in ’07, have fun, and give
some cash to a fishing organization in your area.

(605) 224-6572
(605) 341-2450

CORPORATE PARTNERS
Cloudveil is a proud supporter of the Campaign for the Snake
Headwaters, a visionary effort to permanently protect the
best remaining free-flowing rivers and streams of northwest
Wyoming’s Snake River drainage. We are working hard to
convince the U.S. Congress to pass Wild and Scenic legislation
for the Snake Headwaters, and urge you to join us in support.

Tennessee
Choo Choo Fly & Tackle, Chattanooga
Smoky Mtn Angler, Gatlinburg
Mahoney’s Outfitters, Johnson City
Fly South, Nashville
Little River Outfitters, Townsend
Tommy Brosnan Sporting Goods, Memphis

(423) 267-0024
(865) 436-8746
(423) 282-5413
(615) 251-6199
(865) 448-9459
(901) 458-5458

Texas
Angler’s Edge, Houston

CAMPAIGN FOR THE SNAKE HEADWATERS

(713) 993-9981

www.snakeheadwaters.org | (307) 733-7547

Utah
Trout Creek, Dutch John
Eddie Robinson’s Flyfishing, Orem
Jans Mountain Outfitters, Park City
Western Rivers, Salt Lake City

PO Box 4475, Jackson, WY 83001

(435) 885-3338
(801) 434-3166
(435) 649-4949
(801) 521-6424

Virginia
Albemarle Angler, Charlottesville

(434) 977-6882

USA NATIONAL YOUTH
FLY FISHING TEAM

Washington
H & H Angling & Outfitters, Bellingham
Kaufmann’s Streamborn, Bellevue
Red’s Fly Shop, Ellensburg
All About The Fly, Monroe
Kaufmann’s Streamborn, Seattle
Silver Bow Fly Shop, Spokane
Gary’s Fly Shop, Yakima

(360) 733-2050
(452) 643-2246
(509) 929-1802
(360) 863-1833
(206) 448-0601
(509) 924-9998
(509) 457-3474

1300 Crystal Ct.
Walla Walla, WA 99362
(509) 301-7965
simont@whitman.edu

CONSERVATION ALLIANCE
PO Box 1275
Bend, OR 97709
(541) 388-4845
www.conservationalliance.com

Wisconsin
Hayward Fly Fishing, Hayward
The Fly Fishers, Milwaukee

(715) 634-8149
(414) 259-8100

West Virginia
Greenbrier Sporting Club, White Sulphur Springs

(304) 647-6118

Wyoming
Sports Lure, Buffalo
North Fork Anglers, Cody
High Country Flies, Jackson
Jack Dennis Sports, Jackson
Stoney Creek, Saratoga
Big Horn Mountain Sports, Sheridan
Westbank Anglers, Wilson

(307) 684-7682
(307) 527-7274
(307) 733-7210
(307) 733- 3270
(307) 326-8750
(307) 672-6866
(307) 733-6483

trademarks
schoeller®, schoeller®-dynamic®, schoeller®-WB-400 are trademarks of Schoeller Switzerland; GORE-TEX®, GORE-TEX® XCR®, GORE-TEX® PACLITE®, GORETEX® Immersion®, and WINDSTOPPER® are trademarks of W.L. Gore & Associates; Lycra® is a trademark of Dupont; Velcro® is a trademark of Velcro®,YKK® is
a trademark of YKK, Corp.; Fieldsensor™ and Primeflex™ are trademarks of Toray Industries Inc. Japan; Clarino™ is a trademark of KURARAY Co. LTD.; Croakie®
is a trademark of Life Link, International, Inc.; SA™ is a trademark of 3M®; Maxima® is a trademark of Maxima MFG Company; Cooltouch™, Cooltouch Plus™,
Cloudburst 2.0™, Wraptor™, Pace™, ADEPT™, Cyclone™, SuperSmooth™, Inertia™ and InertiaPlus™ are trademarks of Cloudveil Mountain Works, Inc.
©Copyright 2007 Cloudveil Mountain Works, Inc. All rights reserved.
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Lifestyle | INTRO
For us, fishing is more than a pastime, it is a lifestyle. When not floating the big rivers or wading small
streams, our minds still fixate on the thrill of the catch. We spend hours plotting the next big trip, log
late nights tying the perfect fly and concoct elaborate formulas to predict the height of the hatch. We wander
with envy through fly shops, debate Entomology at the local watering hole and rehearse the perfect alibi
for sneaking in another afternoon at our favorite unheralded spot. To everyone we know it is clear we are
hooked. Even time spent off the rivers, lakes and creeks, calls for clothing that reflects our affliction. That is
why our casual styles fit comfortably while maintaining fish-first priorities. Made with blended fabrics, quality
seamsmanship and comfortable cuts, each piece adapts to how the day unfolds. Equally at home in the
driftboat or on the tailgate, the relaxed styles draw more from mountain culture than the fashionably
challenged old-boy stereotype. Whether daydreaming away a Friday afternoon at work, maximizing
daylight hours on a blue-sky Saturday or embarking on a carefully planned trip, each and every style
fits with what makes us tick.

Cool Collection
Our Cool styles keep skin dry, shaded
and content even during sweltering
days on the river or extended stints
on the road. Blending the look, feel
and touch of cotton, CoolTouch™
fabrics dry quickly when soaked and
shade the sun at UPF 45. The foundation
of all our Cool shirts, CoolTouch™
material is lightly processed to
sit softly on skin and is treated to
speed wicking in humid climates.

Cool Convertible PANT

Cool River SHIRT

Cool River SHORT

For extended trips–whether by
foot, boat or floatplane–the utility
of a convertible is hard to rival.
Our double-stitched take–which
changes into an 10-inch inseam
short–includes an internally
brushed band with belt loops,
zip-front fly and a stealth cinchable
cuff. Full cargo pocketing–mesh
hand, angled thigh and rear
zip–adds required stowage space.

Angling detail makes the Cool River
Shirt a first choice for everything
from Flats Fishing and Kennebec
trips to buggy weeks in the Winds.
The mesh-lined venting yoke
circulates a breeze or snaps closed
on nippy mornings. A unique
flap-proof collar tacks down
when wind is howling and snaps
tight when bugs are biting, while
standing up in back to prevent the
burn. Dual chest pockets zip fly
boxes inside and a wrist-shade cuff
extends for casting protection.

The 10-inch inseam and
offset stitch detail make the
Cool River Short a more
youthful angling alternative.
The pocket configuration
includes low-placed Velcro®
cargos, deep, draining hand
pockets and flapped rear zip
pockets. Belt loops, an internally
brushed waistband, a Cloudveil
center snap and a zip-front fly
add enviable character.

Price: $85.00 Style: 0032

CoolTouchPlus™–used exclusively in

Weight: 14.1oz Sizes: 30-40 (even)
Colors: Ombre Blue, Spray
Green, Tarmac

our Cool pants–adds a 15-wash DWR
to shed lingering dew and toughens
up for brush with a textured

Price: $75.00 Style: 0028
Weight: 10.7oz Sizes: S-XXL
Colors: China Blue, Tarmac,
Gardenia, Cathay Spice,
Spray Green

70-denier, 2-ply surface structure.

Price: $55.00 Style: 0034
Weight: 8.8oz Sizes: 30-40 (even)
Colors: Tarmac, Cathay Spice,
Spray Green, Ombre Blue

Jeff Currier takes a break from the hunt for Nile Perch. Lake Nasser, Egypt. Jeff Currier

twenty six
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W’s Cool Convertible PANT

W’s Cool River SHIRT

W’s Cool River SHORT

Two-in-one function is the
highlight of our Women’s Cool
Convertible Pant. When sun warms
the air, it changes into a 9-inch
inseam short that proves ideal
for hiking, traveling or wading.
A fixed, Fieldsensor™-lined
waist sits on the hip, while a
combination of casual front
pockets, adjustable cuffs and a
single zippered back pocket add
utility at any daylight hour.

Designed for any river scene, this
soft nylon shirt blends cast-anddrift convenience with photogenic
feminine style. Mesh vents allow air
to circulate front-to-back or snap
closed in cool morning air. Midge
boxes fit in the chest pockets,
collar tabs prevent flapping in the
breeze and a wrist shade extends
to block the sun. Western cues
add attractive riverside style.

Energetic, youthful vitality gives our
Women’s Cool River Short genuine
style for days on the bank or in
the boat. The 5 1/2-inch inseam
shows active strength, while an
internally adjustable waist hangs
at desired hip length. Front hand
pockets, a zippered back pocket
and lower thigh pockets provide a
simple stash for items that make
the perfect day complete.

Price: $75.00 Style: 0065

Price: $55.00 Style: 0072

Weight: 8.2oz Sizes: XS-L
Colors: Spray Green, Petit Four,
Gardenia, Herbal Garden

Weight: 5.3oz Sizes: 4-14 (even)
Colors: Herbal Garden, Tarmac,
Cathay Spice, Spray Green, Petit Four

Price: $85.00 Style: 0071
Weight: 9.9oz Sizes: 4-14 (even)
Colors: Tarmac, Spray Green

USA Youth Flyfishing
Not many seventeen year olds are given the
chance to spend two and a half weeks of their
summers pursuing their passion for fly fishing
in a foreign country. As a member of the USA
Youth National Flyfishing Team, I have traveled
to southern Czech Republic, and to the northern
Minho region of Portugal for the past two Youth
World Flyfishing hampionships. The U.S. Team is
made up of kids from across the country–
Washington state, Wyoming, Virginia, Missouri,
and Pennsylvania. At the championships, we’ve
competed with teams from countries all over
the world, including England, Wales, Canada,
France, Spain, the Czech Republic, Ireland,
Portugal, and Italy.
The official goal at the championships is to see
which team can amass the greatest number of
points, based on fish brought to the net. The
unofficial goal is to meet, fish, and tell stories with

twenty eight

kids our age. We may speak the same language, we
may not, but we manage to communicate. With
Cloudveil’s support, we have had some incredibly
interesting experiences. In the Czech Republic,
we learned how to fish without ever casting
(using a technique known as Polish Nymphing),
became sick of fried food and even found ourselves
dancing at a Czech wedding. In Portugal we tied
flies till our fingers were raw and laughed our
heads off at our Portuguese guide’s jokes.
I was astounded by the incredible contrast
between the setting of the championships and
my home in Jackson, Wyoming. I saw the Czech
Republic as a country struggling to shrug off the
vestiges of the Iron Curtain. Although it was gray
and drizzly, and I had to get used to fishing next
to a sulfur plant, I met happy, brilliant people. The
Czechs also happen to be some of the most brilliant
flyfishermen in the entire world. In Portugal,

you’d be hard pressed to catch a trout of even
average size in our local watershed. I remember
a toothless old farmer grinning at the absurdity of
releasing the 20-centimeter fish I had just caught
and measured. We enjoyed the competitions;
but more importantly, participating as members
of Team USA has allowed us to make friends
all across this country, and all across the world.
Thanks to the help of sponsors like Cloudveil, we
look forward to this summer when we will come
together again with fishermen from around the
world on our “home” waters of Pennsylvania.
-Pat Brennan Jackson, Wyoming

Cloudveil wishes Pat and the entire USA team
the best of luck in Pennsylvania this summer.
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Classic Cool
Over their seven-year run, our
Classic Cool styles developed a
committed following within the
angling community due to performance, simplicity and comfort.
So, instead of changing a design
that proved highly proficient on
the water, we carried forward our
classic silhouettes and constructed
them from the latest generation of
CoolTouch™ for enhanced textile
performance. The predictable
result is a spectrum of functional
styles that fit every angler from
Snake River guides and mountain
lake fishermen to offshore boat
owners.

thirty

Classic Cool SHIRT

Classic Cool SS SHIRT

Squaretop SS SHIRT

W’s Classic Cool SHIRT

W’s Classic Cool SS SHIRT

W’s Grassy Lake SHIRT

Classic styling has made this
casual long-sleeve a recurrent
summer staple. An easy
match for everything from
dry-fly fun to in-town action,
the timeless style stays
chronically relaxed with
branded buttons, interior
felled seams and three solid
colorways. The shirt features
a venting mesh backpanel,
sunglass sheath and dual
zippered pockets.

When the mercury tops 90
degrees, this shirt knows
how to stay cool. Countering
hazy days with a wicking
finish, mesh backpanel and
UPF-40 fabric, it lifts sweat,
vents air and blocks sun.
Napoleon pockets–with a
sunglass sheath–stow items
with zippered security,
while branded buttons, felled
seams and a relaxed fit define
a perpetually casual look.

Labeled for an iconic peak at
the headwaters of a river that
will remain nameless, this
shirt borrows a colorful pattern
from a nectar Wyoming spot.
Technical fabric wicks sweat
and blocks sun, while mesh
venting circulates air when
temps rise. Napoleon pockets
zip in flyboxes or licenses,
while a sunglass sleeve
stashes polarized specs after
the sun sets.

An ideal option for packed
summer days, the Women’s
Classic Cool Shirt easily shifts
gears when transitioning from
an active day outside to a fun
night in town. A hidden mesh
backpanel vents heat, dual
zippered Napoleon pockets
hold fly boxes securely and
wide cuffs roll up easily when
air temps rise. Front buttons keep
it closed at the desired height.

Showing feminine shape and
available in vibrant colors, this
everyday shirt is the perfect fit
for summer days that start early
and end late. Mesh backpanel
venting cools the interior, while
logo buttons and interior felled
seams maintain an attractive
appearance. Hidden, zippered
Napoleon pockets stow small
fly boxes, travel docs or a cash
reserve for a glass of white.

Named for a spectacular zone
shouldered between Teton and
Yellowstone parks, this colorful
weedy print brightens up the
angling wardrobe. Hidden,
zippered pockets stow fly boxes,
a mesh backpanel lets out
steamy interior air and felled
seams show tangible constructive
quality. The relaxed fit keeps
the look casual on the walk in
or the road home.

Price: $75.00 Style: 9009

Price: $65.00 Style: 9010

Price: $68.00 Style: 9011

Price: $75.00 Style: 9004

Price: $65.00 Style: 9005

Price: $68.00 Style: 9006

Weight: 7.5oz Sizes: S-XXL
Colors: China Blue, Tarmac,
Spray Green

Weight: 6.4oz Sizes: S-XXL
Colors: Tarmac, Spray Green,
China Blue

Weight: 6.4oz Sizes: S-XXL
Colors: Spray Green, China
Blue, Tarmac

Weight: 6oz Sizes: XS-XL
Colors: Herbal Garden, Gardenia,
Petit Four

Weight: 4.6oz Sizes: XS-XL
Colors: Petit Four, Herbal Garden,
Gardenia

Weight: 4.6oz Sizes: XS-XL
Colors: Gardenia, Petit Four,
Herbal Garden

www.cloudveilfishing.com + 877.255.8345
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Cool

Cool SHIRT

Cool PANT

A clean look and easy-care
character make the Cool Shirt
a perfect pick when boarding a
plane to a muggy destination.
Constructed with a stylish western
yoke, internal felled seams and
logo-branded buttons, the design
shows quality construction, while
a UPF 45 rating and a two-button
cuff make this a respectable shirt
that holds its own in any setting.

Cool SS SHIRT

Cool SHORT

Few anglers spend every waking
hour on the river and the new
Cool styles are designed to slide
between all the summer activities
with comfortable ease. Blending
technical CoolTouch™ fabrics
with clean, casual lines, the pieces
shift easily between alternating
environments such as the plane
and the cabin or the river and the
restaurant. True-to-fit silhouettes,
everyday fashions and a subtlety
of riverwise function, allow each
style to be worn around town
without making it seem like you
just stepped off the boat.

When sun, bugs or brush
mandate full coverage in heated
weather, the Cool Pant is the
perfect solution. This rock,
river or road pant is equipped
with handy features including
a removable magnetic-click
belt, elastic cuff cords and
self-draining hand pockets. Deep
security pockets stow a wad or
a wallet safely in back and a zip
fly makes pit stops quick.

This simple, clean and relaxed
shirt is a perfect one for days
when the sun beats mercilessly
down. Easy-care fabric stays
wrinkle-proof even when thrown
over the seat of the truck for
days at a time and blocks sun at
UPF 45 when worn on the bank.
Cloudveil-branded buttons, a chest
patch pocket and interior felled
seams add straight-yoke style.

A loose-leg cut, traditional look and
built-in, adjustable webbing belt
are the attributes that draw anglers
to the Cool Short. A conservative
7-inch inseam won’t attract attention
in off-the-grid locales and a zip-front
fly sticks to a simple take. Double-deep
back pockets secure with a Velcro®
strip and hold a single rear wallet
pocket, while front pockets let
hands hang.

Price: $55.00 Style: 0031

Price: $50.00 Style: 0035

Weight: 6.3oz Sizes: S-XXL
Colors: Spray Green, China Blue,
Gardenia, Cathay Spice, Tarmac

Weight: 8.8oz Sizes: 30-40 (even)
Colors: Cathay Spice, Tarmac, Spray
Green, Ombre Blue

thirty two

Price: $60.00 Style: 0030
Weight: 9.1oz Sizes: S-XXL
Colors: China Blue, Tarmac, Gardenia,
Spray Green, Cathay Spice

Price: $65.00 Style: 0033
Weight: 13.1oz Sizes: 30-40 (even)
Colors: Tarmac, Ombre Blue,
Spray Green

www.cloudveilfishing.com + 877.255.8345
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W’s Cool SS SHIRT

W’s Cool SHORT

W’s Cool SKORT

When intense overhead sun
calls for a light layer, this
cap-sleeve shirt keeps brilliant
days refreshingly cool. Shaping
darts provide an alluring curve,
a button-up front lets air cool
the chest and a relaxed fit
allows a tank to sit comfortably
underneath. A simple way
to dress up sun-soaked days
whether on the driftboat, in
exotic locales or at the local
sidewalk café.

Full-spectrum summers
demand easily adaptable
styles like the Women’s Cool
Short, which earns seasonal
standing with a six-inch inseam
and Fieldsensor™-lined waist.
Front hand and deep back
pockets stash morning, noon
or night items in a safe place.
Fitted with a web belt, which
closes with an audible clip
and slides out when another
accessory is a better match.

Our Women’s Cool Skort
fuses the carefree look of a
skirt with the convenience of
a short. Perfect for biking or
hiking, town or traveling, this
unique design features an
athletic fit, a Fieldsensor™lined fixed waist and a hidden
back zip for sliding it simply
on or off. A hidden-zip pocket
fits small items and the
17-inch skirt length reflects
a casual outlook.

Price: $55.00 Style: 0067

Price: $50.00 Style: 0069

Price: $55.00 Style: 0073

Weight: 3.9oz Sizes: XS-L
Colors: Spray Green, Herbal
Garden, Petit Four, Gardenia

Weight: 7.1oz Sizes: 4-14 (even)
Colors: Petit Four, Ombre Blue,
Spray Green, Tarmac

Weight: 5.3oz Sizes: 4-14 (even)
Colors: Spray Green, Herbal
Garden

W’s Cool SHIRT

W’s Cool PANT

W’s Cool CAPRI

The confident style of the
Women’s Cool Shirt takes
any day in stride. A wicking
treatment on the soft fabric
keeps skin dry on steamy
days and stays in shape
when packed for the next big
trip. Shaping darts, interior
felled seams and a relaxed fit
identify the look as genderspecific, while wide roll-up
cuffs and a button-down
neck let the breeze cool skin.

Hiking, fishing and exploring
are all on the itinerary of
this well-traveled pant.
The belt-looped waist holds
a removable web belt with
a magnetic closure, while
hiding a brushed lining that
sits softly on hips even under
a pack. Angled front and deep
back pockets stow items
safely during action, and the
cuff draws tight over boots or
hangs loose over flip-flops.

Nothing says summer like a
cool capri, and our airy version
blends seasonal variety with
active flair. A Fieldsensor™lined waistband–with internal
adjustment–hangs naturally
on the hips, while a 24-inch
inseam hits at an ideal
measured length for garden
clogs or flip-flops. Contrast
stitching, open front pockets
and a zip back pocket add hits
of enviable style.

Price: $60.00 Style: 0066

Weight: 11.3oz Sizes: 4-14 (even)
Colors: Ombre Blue, Spray
Green, Tarmac

Weight: 5.5oz Sizes: XS-L
Colors: Herbal Green, Gardenia,
Petit Four, Spray Green

thirty four

Price: $65.00 Style: 0068

Price: $55.00 Style: 0070
Weight: 7.1oz Sizes: 4-14 (even)
Colors: Tarmac, Petit Four, Spray
Green, Herbal Garden

Carter Andrews looks to increase his net worth. Carter and Heidi Andrews, Snake River, Wyoming. Brian Grossenbacher
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8 Penny JACKET

Mountain Lifestyle + TOWNWEAR

Class Act SHIRT

The 8 Penny Jacket is a rugged off-day
companion for tackling everything
on the list from ambling into the
fly shop and getting projects done
to meeting the lady at the bistro for
dinner. Durable cotton/spandex tweed
mirrors the accepted workwear style,
yet also flexes comfortably when
splitting wood, loading the truck
or working in the yard. Two hand
pockets, a flapped chest pocket and
a hidden-inside wallet pocket stow
miscellaneous accumulated items,
while adjustable cuffs snap closed to
the desired circumference.

Wearing the Class Act Shirt doesn’t
guarantee local respectability, but
throwing it on clean is a step in the
right direction. Pre-washed and
preshrunk, the cotton check fabric feels
cool on sweltering summer days, yet
presents nicely at evening barbecues,
conservation fundraisers or beer garden
events. A chest patch pocket stows
overflow, while interior felled seams
and Cloudveil-branded buttons reveal
high-quality make. Blue, Willow, Vapor,
or Cathay colors and a primary horizontal
orientation stray from the standard
shirt template.

Price: $95.00 Style: 0011

Price: $65.00 Style: 0027

Weight: 26oz Sizes: S-XL
Colors: Cathay Spice, Tarmac

Weight: 5.3oz Sizes: S-XXL
Colors: Blue Nights, Cathay
Spice, Willow

Gripped SHIRT

More Gripped SHIRT

W’s Lily Crew SHIRT

W’s Matilda SHIRT

W’s Jenny SHIRT

The Gripped Shirt cleans up quickly
when heading to town for a beer
with the guys or a dinner date with
the lady. 100% cotton dobby fabric,
which is preshrunk and garment
washed for a relaxed off-the-hanger
look, stays comfortably cool against
skin even at high noon. A flapped
pocket stows a stack of bills and a
subliminal pattern proves easy to
match but hard to duplicate. Felled
seams, a western yoke and a stitched
Saddle Up logo add hits of high-range
style to set it apart from the crowd.

Cotton jacquard fabric and a textured
interior stitch make the More Gripped
Shirt something that deserves notice.
Preshrunk and garment washed, the
shirt looks relaxed and retains its shape
even when subjected to an absence
of wash-and-dry skill. A flapped front
pocket, branded buttons and repeatinglogo collar binding provide subtle hits of
signature style. Three distinct colors–
Willow, Vapor, and Vetiver–provide
identifying accents when keen to stand
out in the high-spirited valley scene.

Soft-hand cotton is the tactile
highlight of the Women’s Lily
Crew. In addition to the fine
material feel, the fabric features
slight Lycra® stretch for an attractive
fit and liberating mobility when
reaching, stretching or striking a
posture. The cap-sleeve shirt is
designed to move comfortably
between varied summer activities
with vibrant colors, contrast
stitching at the neck and hem,
and a shaped silhouette that fits
feminine athletic form.

This flavorful long-sleeve is a
great way to change it up when
dressing for a leisurely day on the
lake or heading out after sunset.
Preshrunk and garment-washed
cotton holds shape and feels soft
inside. Interior felled seams reveal
quality construction, shaping darts
flatter any feminine curve and
a relaxed fit feels natural in the
entire spectrum of high-range
social settings. Logo buttons,
cool colors and a classic pattern
finish it with style.

Matched with casual shorts,
a loose skirt or dressy capris,
the Women’s Jenny Shirt is the
perfect option for extended
summer gatherings. Soft cotton
fabric–that is both preshrunk and
garment washed–feels cool on
hot days, while a slight spandex
stretch helps hold an attractive
hourglass shape. Exposed buttons,
cap sleeves and shaping darts
add summery style, while a slight
horizontal texture and attractive
colors stimulate visual interest.

Price: $40.00 Style: 0060

Price: $70.00 Style: 0063

Price: $65.00 Style: 0064

Weight: 4.2oz Sizes: XS-L
Colors: Petit Four, Herbal
Garden, Hibiscus

Weight: 5.6oz Sizes: XS-L
Colors: Gardenia, Spray Green,
Petit Four

Weight: 5.4oz Sizes: XS-L
Colors: Hibiscus, Gardenia

Price: $65.00 Style: 0098
Price: $65.00 Style: 0026
Weight: 4.9oz Sizes: S-XXL
Colors: Spray Green, China
Blue, Cypress
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Weight: 5.5oz Sizes: S-XXL
Colors: Willow, Vetiver, Vapor

www.cloudveilfishing.com + 877.255.8345
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Base Layer | INTRO
Against familiar big sky backdrops, shifting weather often determines the tone of our experience. Dipping
temperatures, raining precip and oppressive humidity all threaten to cut the day short and spoil our fun
without advance warning. But with the right combination of technical layers - including a wicking next-to-skin
layer - personal comfort is maintained and the fishing continues until the trout, salmon or steelhead stop
falling for our flies. The primary purpose of an effective base layer is moisture management and our Clutch
styles utilize push/pull chemistry to separate sweat from skin. As a result, these foundation layers serve
to keep a comfortable core temperature even when weather changes without warning. Flatlock seams reduce
chafe and breathable bi-component mesh won’t absorb sweat when the air temp climbs rapidly, keeping the
fabric exponentially more comfortable than cotton. Whether worn daily under waders or as an extra ounce of
warmth under a Flat Creek Jacket, our Base Layers contribute lasting comfort from dawn to dusk.

Keeping the Core Dry

Clutch Half ZIP

Clutch Snap SHIRT

No matter how well your waders
breathe, without the proper nextto-skin layer, you could still find
yourself soggy on the inside. The
wicking efficiency of our Clutch
collection keeps skin bone dry
when worn as an active first-layer
foundation. Sitting comfortably as
the base, these pieces will maximize
the performance of your 8x or
Crystal Creek waders. Patterned
with a room-to-move cut and
smoothed slightly on the surface to
minimize layering friction, Clutch
is a four-season solution for all

When layering for a misty day on
the river, the Clutch Half Zip is a
great place to start. Flatlock seams
sit comfortably on skin, an athletic
fit won’t bunch under thicker layers
and a deep 13-inch front zipper cools
things down when the sun makes an
afternoon appearance.

Front snaps, an open pocket and
a cool work-shirt collar give the
Clutch Snap Shirt infinitely more
style than the average wicking
base layer. Flatlock seams
prevent chafe under other layers,
an athletic cut fits true and a split
hem looks good left untucked.

Price: $55.00 Style: 0022

Price: $50.00 Style: 0023

Weight: 7.7oz Sizes: S-XXL
Colors: Vapor, Chili Pepper, Blue Nights,
Covert Green, Cypress,

Weight: 7.1oz Sizes: S-XXL
Colors: Covert Green, Cypress,
Vapor, Chili Pepper, Blue Nights

mountain activities.

Judith O’Keefe blending in with the Lupine. Galilea River, Chile. Brian O’Keefe
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Base Layer

Base Layer

Clutch POLO

Clutch CREW

W’s Clutch Half ZIP

W’s Clutch POLO

W’s Clutch CREW

This classic polo shirt
combines on-the-fly wicking
with happy-hour style,
matching it perfectly to the
ideal summer day. Three front
snaps, flatlock seams and a
split hem tailor it to the pace
of weekend road trips, exotic
summer vacations or simple
after-work floats.

For any fish-stalking mission,
from shirt-sleeved wades and
short bushwhacks to weeklong
pack trips in the Winds, the Clutch
Crew keeps an even keel. Flatlock
seams keep skin chafe-free under
a warm layer, while a contrasting
collar band contributes style.

When layering for a cool day
on the river or in the woods,
the Clutch Half Zip provides
a soft next-to-skin base.
Flatlock seams interface
smoothly under fleece or
Schoeller® and also accent
feminine shape. Available in
four vibrant colors that show
some foundational flair.

Blending athletic fitness and
appealing style, this polo
diversifies the trek, travel or
float wardrobe. A shaped
silhouette, split hem and
sporty collar add cues that
slide easily into spontaneous
gatherings, while flatlock
seams limit friction when
worn under warm layers.

An active participant in
any summer exercise, this
pique-knit top keeps skin
dry during high-humidity
situations. Tailored for
strong athletic fitness with
a crew neck, cap sleeves and
flatlock seams, it also livens
up the normal workout rotation
with four attractive colors.

Price: $55.00 Style: 0057

Price: $45.00 Style: 0058

Price: $40.00 Style: 0059

Weight: 5.9oz Sizes: XS-L
Colors: Herbal Garden, Gardenia,
Chili Pepper, Petit Four

Weight: 5oz Sizes: XS-L
Colors: Chili Pepper, Herbal
Green, Petit Four, Gardenia

Weight: 3.7oz Sizes: XS-L
Colors: Petit Four, Gardenia,
Herbal Garden, Chili Pepper

Price: $45.00 Style: 0024
Weight: 6.9oz Sizes: S-XXL
Colors: Blue Nights, Covert Green,
Chili Pepper, Vapor, Cypress
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Price: $40.00 Style: 0025
Weight: 5.6oz Sizes: S-XXL
Colors: Vapor, Blue Nights, Cypress,
Chili Pepper, Covert Green
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Accessories

Accessories

Cold Cast GLOVE

Two Trigger GLOVE

Keep those waders safe with this nylon
webbing belt. A fully adjustable length
allows for fluctuations in personal
circumference from summer fitness to
spring extra layers, and a low-profile
buckle won’t get in the way when
stripping line.

Foul-weather fishing calls for full 10-digit protection
and this solution draws directly from our ski-glove
experience to keep hands warm in the worst conditions.
Windstopper® fleece cuts the chill, a Clarino™ palm
grips the rod securely and Wraptor™ seams prevent
wear. Finished with a flexible Schoeller® knuckle and
fitted with a neoprene cuff.

A perfect pair to keep stashed in the vest for cold
mornings or late-season floats, these Windstopper®
gloves keep hands in working order. Schoeller® at
the knuckle flexes freely, while a Clarino™ palm with
grippy logos keeps a handle on the rod. Knuckle-down
coverage at the thumb, middle and trigger fingers
enables tying one on without taking them off.

Price: $15.00 Style: 7115

Price: $40.00 Style: 0089

Price: $35.00 Style: 0088

Weight: 2.4oz Sizes: One
Color: Black

Weight: 3oz Sizes: XS-XL
Color: Black

Weight: 2.7oz Sizes: XS-XL
Color: Black

Wading BELT

River Side CRUSHER

Fish TEE

A semi-stiff moldable brim
helps the River Side Crusher
shade rays from sunrise to
sunset. CoolTouch Plus™ fabric
dries fast, side snaps raise the
2 1/2-inch brim for unobstructed
peripheral and a stampede
strap with cordlocked elastic
prevents it from taking flight.

The logo on this black
or fatigue Tee provides a
graphical reminder of what
we all stalk. The creative
fish-themed logo is set on
the back shoulder of this
100% cotton shirt.
Price: $25.00
Style: 4060
Weight: 6.5oz
Sizes: S-XXL
Colors: Black, Dk. Fatigue

Price: $30.00 Style: 0092
Sizes: One
Color: Tarmac

8x BALLCAP

8X VISOR

Snake River VISOR

Every angler owns a favorite cap. This heavyweight
twill version will become yours with a low-pro shape
and a short Velcro® closure that keeps it off the
water. Break-in time varies.

Fly fishing is where we first discovered the value of
a good visor. This one is made from heavy washed
twill, sports the 8x logo and stays tight with a stretch
Velcro® closure.

Price: $20.00 Style: 7130

Price: $15.00 Style: 7136

This wide-brim classic is a familiar presence in
countless valley scenes. Nylon material dries
quickly and a stretch Velcro® closure keeps
it in place when exposed to a cross-breeze.
Perfect when walking the pooch, floating the
Snake or grilling steaks on a prime afternoon.

Size: One
Colors: Navy, Khaki

Size: One
Colors: Burgundy, Navy, Khaki

Price: $20.00 Style: 0094
Size: One
Colors: Khaki, Navy

Judith releases a Karluk River King Salmon. Karluk River, Alaska. Brian O’Keefe
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PO Box 11810, Jackson, Wyoming 83002
Customer Service:
Monday through Friday,
8 a.m.- 6 p.m. 877.255.8345
Online:
www.cloudveilfishing.com, all day every day
Customer Number:
Source Code:

COVER: Our good friend Brian O’Keefe nails the take on a large mouth bass.
Edmond Wells Wildlife Sanctuary, Oregon. Judith O’Keefe
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